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Abstract—In power systems, the automatic generation control
(AGC) system is responsible for maintaining the nominal system
frequency and the scheduled real power interchange between
balancing areas. This paper proposes a framework to evaluate
the effects of uncertainty arising from renewable-based electricity
generation and noise in communication channels on the AGC
system performance. To this end, we introduce a unified stochastic
differential equation (SDE) model that includes power system
dynamics and the AGC system (including the communication net-
work on which its operation relies). We propagate the uncertainty
from renewable-based resources and communication channel
noise through the SDE model and investigate the resulting effect
on AGC system performance. The proposed ideas are illustrated
through a 4-bus test system.

I. INTRODUCTION

When operating the electrical grid, an objective is to re-

liably meet electricity demand through a series of control

systems. One such system is the automatic generation control

(AGC), which is responsible for maintaining the nominal

system frequency and the real power interchange between

balancing authority (BA) areas to the scheduled quantities.

This task is becoming more challenging due to the radical

transformations occurring in the structure and functionality of

power systems. These transformations are enabled by the inte-

gration of new technologies, such as advanced communication

and power electronics devices, and the deep penetration of

renewable resources. These new technologies, however, raise

new challenges in the reliable operation of power systems [1].

For example, wind generation is not only intermittent and

highly variable, it also introduces an additional source of

uncertainty to power system operations. As a consequence,

independent system operators (ISOs) must schedule adequate

electric supply from traditional generators on AGC to manage

larger net system load variations caused by increased levels of

wind generation.

The AGC system accepts measurements of the real power

interchange between BA areas, the area’s frequency and the

generators’ output as inputs from field devices and processes

them to obtain the output control signals, i.e., generator control

commands. The combination of uncertainty from renewable

resources and noise from communication channels, however,

may affect AGC system performance, thus hindering the over-

all system reliability. Furthermore, the communication net-

works on which AGC operation relies, may lead to increased

vulnerabilities and risk for cyber attacks [2]. For example,

a cyber attack may mask itself as noise in communication

channels and influence the AGC system performance. Thus,

there exists a need to study the combined effect of renewable

resource uncertainty and communication channel noise on the

function of the AGC system.

A thorough literature review of research in AGC is presented

in [3]. The authors describe AGC schemes based on DC or AC

power system formulation, optimal, centralized, decentralized

and adaptive control. In addition, the authors discuss various

aspects that arise from the integration of renewable resources.

The combined effect of the customers’ load demand and the

renewable generation variability leads to a new net load curve

for the ISOs. As a result, studies relating to AGC incorporating

the dynamics of such systems are reported in the literature

[4], [5]. In [6], the authors formulate the frequency regulation

problem by viewing the future electric energy systems as a

general dynamical system driven by disturbances and propose

a modified AGC scheme that better responds to fast distur-

bances. In [7], the authors discuss issues related to very short

term load prediction, security economic dispatch, variable

generation management, and adaptive AGC unit tuning, to

make the AGC system more efficient. The analysis of the

system’s behavior in the case an attacker gains access to the

AGC signal and injects undesirable inputs to the system is

studied in [8]; in this work, the authors propose the design

of an optimal control strategy to destabilize a two-area power

system in the case of a cyber attack in AGC.

As discussed earlier, given the changes in structure that

power systems are undergoing, there is a need to investigate if

the current AGC scheme is sufficient for meeting its objectives

and to determine its limitations. To this end, this paper pro-

poses a framework to evaluate the effects of uncertainties from

renewable-based electricity resources and noise in the commu-

nication channels and to assess AGC system performance. The

framework includes models for power system dynamics, the

AGC system, and the aforementioned uncertainties. We use

the framework to calculate several moments and approximate

the probability distribution function of system variables, such

as frequency. Additionally, we investigate whether or not the

functionality provided by current AGC systems is appropriate

for dealing with high levels of renewable-based electricity

generation combined with noise in communication channels.
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II. POWER SYSTEM MODEL

For the timescales of interest we choose a 4-state model

for the synchronous generators that includes the mechanical

equations and the governor dynamics. More specifically, for

the ith synchronous generator, denote E′

qi
as the field flux

linkage, δi as the rotor electrical angular position, ωi as the

rotor electrical angular velocity, and PSVi
as the mechanical

torque. Then, the ith generator can be modeled as

T ′

doi

dE′

qi

dt
= −

Xdi

X ′

di

E′

qi
+
Xdi

−X ′

di

X ′

di

cos(δi − θi)

+ Efd0i , (1)

dδi
dt

= ωi − ωs, (2)

2Hi

ωs

dωi

dt
= PSVi

−
E′

qi

X ′

di

Visin(δi − θi) +
Xqi −X ′

di

2X ′

di
Xqi

V 2
i sin(2(δi − θi))−Di(ωi − ωs), (3)

TSVi

dPSVi

dt
= − PSVi

+ PCi
−

1

RDi

(ωi

ωs

− 1
)

, (4)

where T ′

doi
, Hi, Efd0i , Xdi

, X ′

di
, Di, TSVi

, and RDi
are

parameters that describe the machine characteristics; ωs is the

synchronous frequency; PCi
is an input provided by the AGC

system; and Vi and θi are the voltage magnitude and angle of

bus i to which the machine is interconnected [9].
Unlike in traditional AGC modeling [10], we explicitly

consider the network model; this way, we are capturing the

effect that the network has on the overall closed-loop system

dynamic behavior. Let PSi
and PWi

represent the real power

generated from the synchronous generator and wind resource

at bus i, and let PLi
represent the real power load at bus i.

Further, let QSi
and QLi

denote the reactive power supplied

by the synchronous generator and demanded by the load at bus

i, respectively. We assume that the reactive power generation

of the wind resource is QWi
= 0. Then, we model the network

using the standard nonlinear power flow formulation (see, e.g.,

[9]), and for the ith bus, we have that:

PSi
+ PWi

− PLi
=

n
∑

k=1

ViVk
(

Gikcos(θi − θk)

+Biksin(θi − θk)
)

QSi
−QLi

=

n
∑

k=1

ViVk
(

Giksin(θi − θk)

−Bikcos(θi − θk)
)

,

where Gik+jBik is the (i, k) entry of the network admittance

matrix and

PSi
=
E′

qi

X ′

di

Visin(δi − θi)−
Xqi −X ′

di

2X ′

di
Xqi

V 2
i sin(2(δi − θi)),

QSi
=
E′

qi

X ′

di

Vicos(δi − θi)−
1

X ′

di

V 2
i cos

2(δi − θi)

−
1

Xqi

V 2
i sin

2(δi − θi).

Assume that there are M balancing areas within an intercon-

nected system and define A = {1, . . . ,M}. For each m ∈ A ,

we denote by Am ⊂ A the set of balancing areas that have

transmission lines connected to area m. Also, we denote the

actual power interchange out of area m to m′ as Pmm′ and

the actual frequency of area m as fm. Then, we have

Pmm′ =
∑

l∈B
mm′

l′∈B
m′m

VlVl′
(

Gll′cos(θl − θl′) +Bll′sin(θl − θl′)
)

,

(5)

where Bmm′ (Bm′m) is the set of nodes in area m (m′) with

tie lines to nodes in area m′ (m). The actual frequency of area

m is

fm =
∑

i∈Bm

γi

(

fnom +
1

2π

dθi
dt

)

, (6)

where Bm is the set of buses in area m, fnom is the

nominal system frequency, each γi, i ∈ Bm, represents some

weighting factor and
∑

i∈Bm
γi = 1. Then, the area control

error (ACE) for area m is given by

ACEm =
∑

m′∈Am

(Pmm′ − Pmm′
sch

) + bm(fm − fnom), (7)

where bm is the bias factor for area m, which is positive, and

Pmm′

sch
is the scheduled real power interchange out of area

m to m′.
Define a new state for area m in the system, zm, which,

at steady state, is the total power generated in the balancing

area m. Following [10, p. 352-355], it can be shown that the

evolution of zm is given by

żm = −zm −ACEm +
∑

i∈Gm

PSi
, (8)

where Gm is the set of generators in area m. Note zm, the

total generation in area m, decreases if ACEm is positive,

i.e., fm is greater than the nominal frequency or the real power

interchange is greater than that scheduled. Each generator i ∈
Gm participates in AGC with PCi

= κmi
zm, where κmi

for

i ∈ Gm are the so-called participation factors and satisfy the

relation
∑

i∈Gm
κmi

= 1 for m ∈ A .

Consider a network with n nodes and I synchronous

generators, and define x = [xT1 , . . . , x
T
I ]

T , where xi =
[E′

qi
, δi, ωi, PSVi

]T . In addition, the vector of AGC signals

is denoted by u = [PC1
, . . . , PCI

], the vector of algebraic

variables by y = [yT1 , . . . , y
T
N ]T , with yi = [θi, Vi]

T , the

vector of loads (wind generation) by PL = [PL1
, . . . , PLn

]
(PW = [PW1

, . . . , PWn
]), and vector of AGC states by

z = [z1, . . . , zM ]. Then, the system dynamic behavior is

described by

ẋ = f(x, y, u), (9)

ż = h(x, y, ẏ, z), (10)

u = k(z), (11)

0 = g(x, y, PL, PW ), (12)

where the functions f , h, k, and g are continuously differen-

tiable with respect to their arguments.
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III. INCORPORATING UNCERTAINTY

In the non-linear differential algebraic equation model de-

scribed in (9)-(12) we consider two sources of uncertainty

arising from wind-based generation and noise in communica-

tion channels. For the timescales of interest we assume that

the disturbances due to the uncertainty sources introduce a

small error and therefore we may linearize the system along a

nominal trajectory (x⋆, y⋆, u⋆, z⋆, P ⋆
W , P ⋆

L). Sufficiently small

variations around the system nominal trajectory may be ap-

proximated by

∆ẋ = A1(t)∆x +A2(t)∆y +B1(t)∆u, (13)

∆ż = A3(t)∆x +A4(t)∆y +A5(t)∆ẏ +A6(t)∆z, (14)

∆u = B2(t)∆z, (15)

0 = C1(t)∆x + C2(t)∆y + E1(t)∆PL + E2(t)∆PW ,
(16)

where the matrices A1(t), A2(t), A3(t), A4(t), A5(t), A6(t),
B1(t), B2(t), C1(t), C2(t), E2(t) and E2(t) are defined

appropriately and evaluated along the nominal trajectory as the

partial derivatives of the functions f , h, k, and g in (9)–(12)

(see [11]). We assume the nominal trajectory is well behaved

and admits an invertible Jacobian C2(t).
For the wind generation we assume a first order dynamical

model, which yields an accurate relationship between the wind

speed and the real power generated (see, e.g., [12], [13]). The

active and reactive wind generation output around a nominal

trajectory (v⋆i , P
⋆
Wi

) is given by

˙∆PWi
= γ1i ∆PWi

+ γ2i ∆vi, (17)

where ∆vi is the variation in the wind speed at bus i, and

γ1i and γ2i are parameters that depend on the wind turbine

characteristics. We model the variation in the wind speed as a

stochastic process:

d∆vi = ai∆vi dt+ bi dWt, (18)

where Wt is a Wiener process and ai, bi are parameters

constructed based on a priori knowledge of the wind speed

probability distribution.

Potential noise in communication channels may cause un-

certainty in measurements of ∆Pmm′ ,∆fm and ∆PSi
which

are used as feedback inputs for AGC. Let Γ be the vector

containing all the ∆Pmm′ ,∆fm, and ∆PSi
. We denote the

measurements of Γ as Γ̂,

Γ̂ = Γ + η, (19)

where η represents the measurement noise, modeled as Gaus-

sian white noise. The area control error as well as the AGC

system is affected by η as may be seen in (7) and (8). Including

this additional source of uncertainty in (14), we obtain

∆ż = A3(t)∆x +A4(t)∆y +A5(t)∆ẏ

+A6(t)∆z +A7(t)η. (20)

In (16), as long as C2(t) is invertible, we can solve for ∆y
and then compute ∆ẏ. With ∆PL = 0, we substitute ∆u in

(13) and obtain the following ordinary differential equation

(ODE) model:

dXt = AXtdt+BdWt, (21)

where Xt = [∆x,∆z,∆PW ,∆v]T , and A, B as defined in

Appendix A.

The overall model, described in (21), is used to study the

impact of the uncertainties on the system performance. To this

end, we use the generator of the process Xt to calculate the

statistics of the states of interest. Specifically, given a twice

continuously differentiable function ψ, the generator of the

process Xt is defined as (see, e.g. [14]):

(Lψ)(X) :=
∂ψ(X)

∂X
AX +

1

2
Tr

(

B
∂2ψ(X)

∂X2
BT

)

. (22)

The evolution of the expected value of ψ(X) is governed by

Dynkin’s formula (see, e.g. [14]):

dE[ψ(X((t))]

dt
= E[(Lψ)(X(t))], (23)

where E[·] is the expectation operator. For example, we may

use (22) and (23) to obtain a formula for the evolution of the

first and second moments of the system states:

dE[Xt]

dt
= AE[Xt], (24)

dΣ(t)

dt
= AΣ(t) + Σ(t)AT +BBT , (25)

E[XtX
T
t ] = Σ(t) + E[Xt]E[Xt]

T . (26)

By properly choosing function ψ, we may obtain ODEs

that yield the desired moments of the dynamic/algebraic states

(e.g. the expected values and variances of the load voltages

and area frequencies). Therefore, we may study the effect

of the uncertainties of wind-based generation and noise in

communication channels on the AGC system.

IV. CASE STUDIES

We illustrate the proposed framework with a 4-bus test

system, as depicted in Fig. 1, which contains two synchronous

generating units in buses 1 and 4, one wind generation unit

in bus 2 and load in bus 3. The machine, network, and load

parameter values for the case studies are listed in Appendix B.

For simplicity, we consider one BA area for the system

(M = 1) and choose the frequency bias factor to be b1 = 0.1
MW/Hz. The AGC participation factors for each generator are

1 4

2 3

P3 + jQ3Pw

V1∠θ1

V2∠θ2 V3∠θ3

V4∠θ4

Fig. 1: One-line diagram of the 4-bus 2 machine system.
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Fig. 2: Case (i): Uncertainty in wind-based generation

κ1 = 2
3 and κ4 = 1

3 . Unless otherwise noted, all quantities in

the numerical results section are expressed in per unit (p.u.)

with respect to 100 MVA as base power. We solve the power

flow equations and the machine algebraic equations such that

the wind generation in bus 2 is PW = 0.298, the synchronous

generator output in bus 4 is PS4
= 0.5, the load in bus 3 is

P3 + jQ3 = 2.5 + j1.25, the voltage magnitude in bus 1 is

V1 = 1 and bus 4 is V4 = 1.02, with generator in bus 1 as

the slack bus. We linearize the system of non-linear equations

around the nominal point determined by solving the algebraic

equations. The variation of the wind generation output in bus

2 is ∆PW and its evolution is described by

∆ṖW = −0.1585∆PW + 0.0118∆v, (27)

where the variation in the wind speed ∆v is described by the

stochastic process d∆v = −6.2697∆vdt+ 10.9571dWt.

We model potential noise in communication channels as a

white noise process which we denote by η. Then, the ACE

becomes

ACE = 0.1(∆f + η). (28)

In order to investigate the effectiveness of the AGC system,

we choose to calculate the mean value and higher order mo-

ments of the frequency deviation as given in (6) by assigning

equal weights to each bus, i.e., γi =
1
4 , i = 1, . . . , 4, so we

have

∆f =
1

8π

(d∆θ1
dt

+
d∆θ2
dt

+
d∆θ3
dt

+
d∆θ4
dt

)

. (29)

The frequency deviation may also be expressed as a linear

combination of the system states

∆f = CXt, (30)

where C = [Σ1,Σ2,Σ3,Σ4] and the matrices Σ1, Σ2, Σ3

and Σ4 are defined in Appendix A. Then E[∆f ] = CE[Xt]
and E[∆f2] = CE[XtX

T
t ]C

T . We observe that the elements

of the vector C corresponding to the deviation of electrical

angular speeds of generators 1 and 4 from ωs, i.e., ∆ω1 and

∆ω4, have the highest magnitude of 0.041. This is expected,

since the frequency of the system is highly dependent on the

electrical angular speed of generators.
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Fig. 3: Case (ii): Noise in communication channels
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Fig. 4: Case (iii): Uncertainty in wind-based generation and noise in communication channels

We run three test cases in which we consider uncertainty

in (i) the wind generation output, (ii) noise in communica-

tion channels and (iii) a combination of both. We validate

the accuracy of the proposed framework by comparing the

results with averaged Monte Carlo simulations, using the non-

linear model given in (9)-(12). Figures 2-4 depict the mean

value and the second moment of the frequency variation for

the aforementioned three cases. The results obtained with

the proposed framework are superimposed on those obtained

by averaging the results of 1000 Monte Carlo simulations.

The results provided by the analytical method, i.e., Dynkin’s

formula, match those obtained by averaging the results of

repeated simulations. In this case, the AGC system meets

its objective, since the mean value of the frequency variation

E[∆f ] converges to zero and the second order moment E[∆f2]
for all cases converges to a small value with magnitude

of 10−6. We may use the limits of E[∆f2] and obtain an

approximation for the standard deviation of ∆f .

In case (iii) this approximation is higher than that in

cases (i) and (ii), since limt→∞ E[∆f2](i) = 3.04 × 10−7,

limt→∞ E[∆f2](ii) = 3.51×10−6 and limt→∞ E[∆f2](iii) =
4.53×10−6, as depicted in Figs 2b, 3b and 4b. This is expected

since the combination of uncertainty in both wind-based

generation and noise in communication channels is reflected

in the AGC performance, thus higher variations of frequency

are observed. However, the resulting variations in frequency

are still sufficiently small that they lie within acceptable limits

for the system’s reliability. Moreover, we notice that noise in

communication channels has a greater effect on the frequency

deviation than wind-based generation. This is due to the wind

turbine characteristics, as well as the features of the wind

speed data. However, it is possible to choose another case

for which the opposite effect may be observed.

Finally, we increase the wind penetration from the initial

value PW = 0.298 to P ′

W = ξPW , where the parameter

ξ ∈ [1, 6] in increments of 0.5 and we investigate the impacts

on the second moment of ∆f . In order to represent the

deepening penetration of wind generation and the increased

level of variability in the output, we model the variation in

the wind generation as

∆ṖW = −0.1585∆PW + 0.0118ξ∆v. (31)

We have P ′

W = ξPW → ∆P ′

W = ξ∆PW , since the nominal

point around which we linearize is now P ′⋆
W = ξP ⋆

W . We

observe that the second moment of the frequency deviation is

higher as we increase the wind penetration levels, as shown

in Fig. 5.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND EXTENSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a methodology for studying

the impact on AGC system performance of uncertainty that

arises from renewable-based power generation and noise in

communication channels. Through the case studies, we show

that Dynkin’s formula provides a good approximation of the

system’s true state, as validated with repetitive Monte Carlo

simulations. Moreover, we show that in these cases the AGC

system meets its objective despite the aforementioned sources

of uncertainty. We also demonstrate that our model captures
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Fig. 5: Deepening wind penetration.
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the higher uncertainty caused by the deepening penetration of

renewable resources.

The proposed methodology may be used to detect, in a

timely manner, the existence of a cyber attack, by computing

the system frequency statistics and comparing them with those

of the wind-based generation and communication channel

noise. Furthermore, we may use it to determine which buses

are more critical if noise is inserted in the measurements. In

addition, we may use the proposed method to quantify the

limiting amount of wind that may be integrated in the power

system without violating the frequency performance metrics

by obtaining upper bounds for the frequency variation, with

the use of Chebyshev’s inequality.

APPENDIX

A. Vectors and matrices definition

The vectors for the uncertainty models of wind resources

(17) and noise in communications channels (18), the matrices

for the ordinary differential set of equations in (21) and for

the case study are defined as

γ1 = [γ11 , . . . , γ1n ]
T , γ2 = [γ21 , . . . , γ2n ]

T ,

a = [a1, . . . , an]
T , b = [b1, . . . , bn]

T ,

A =









A11 A12 A13 A14

A21 A22 A23 A24

A31 A32 A33 A34

A41 A42 A43 A44









, B =









B11

B21

B31

B41









, with

A11 = A1 −A2C
−1
2 C1, A12 = B1B2,

A13 = −A2C
−1
2 E2, A14 = 04I−1×n,

A21 = A3 −A5C
−1
2 C1A1+

A5C
−1
2 C1A2C

−1
2 C1 −A4C

−1
2 C1,

A22 = −A5C
−1
2 C1B1B2 +A6,

A23 = A5C
−1
2 C1A2C

−1
2 E2 − A4C

−1
2 E2 −A5C

−1
2 E2γ1,

A24 = A5C
−1
2 E2γ2, A31 = 0n×4I−1, A32 = 0n×m

A33 = γ1, A34 = γ2, A41 = 0n×4I−1, A42 = 0n×m,

A43 = 0n×n, A44 = a, B11 = 04I−1×1, B21 = A7,

B31 = 0n×1, B41 = b, Φ =
1

8π
[1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0],

Σ1 = Φ(C−1
2 C1A1 + C−1

2 C1A2C
−1
2 C1)

Σ2 = ΦC−1
2 C1B1B2

Σ3 = Φ(C−1
2 C1A2C

−1
2 E2 − C−1

2 E2γ1)

Σ4 = ΦC−1
2 E2γ2

B. Parameter values for the 4-bus system

The system MVA base is 100; the synchronous speed, ωs =
377rad/s; the machines shaft inertia constants, H1 = 23.64
and H4 = 6.4; the machines damping coefficient D1 =
0.0125, D4 = 0.0068, the machine impedances, Xd1

= 0.146,

Xd4
= 0.8958, X ′

d1
= 0.0608, X ′

d4
= 0.1198, Xq1 = 0.0969

and Xq4 = 0.8645; the governor droops RD1
= RD4

= 0.05;

and the time constants T ′

do1
= 8.96, T ′

do4
= 6.0 and

TSV1
= TSV4

= 2. The network impedances between bus i and

j are denoted by Zij , so we have: Z12 = 0.0101 + j0.0504,

Z14 = Z23 = 0.0074 + j0.0372, Z34 = 0.0127 + j0.0636.
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